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1 INTRODUCTION

The cooperative use of data confronts companies with a variety of challenges. Companies, for instance, accumulate their data stocks in internal data silos or private clouds. These data collaborations are called data ecosystems and are gaining more and more relevance in science and practice. The enormous economic potential of the collaborative use of data is highlighted by the European Commission's estimate of the value of the data economy in Europe from the end of the year 2019. In this study, the value is estimated to be around €324.86 billion. For 2025, it is expected to grow about €432 billion.

One example of such a data ecosystem from the automotive sector is the Mobility Data Space, other data ecosystems are also currently being established. We are currently observing that IoT, digital twins and thus data ecosystems are increasingly gaining relevance in intralogistics as well. Intralogistics offer great potential because many tasks and processes are still manually performed and poorly optimized. Our research aims to help companies explore the opportunities to conceptualize the complex interactions in such a data ecosystem focusing on intralogistics.

This article presents our preliminary findings from a data ecosystem in intralogistics. We identified three main service types, including two sub-types each that emerge when building such a data ecosystem. We put our findings in the context of the three-tier architecture showing that the nature of providable services varies corresponding to the tier.

2 TESTBED DESCRIPTION

To explore and exploit the potentials of data ecosystems in logistics, a manufacturer of wheeled excavators, an industrial service provider, an industrial sensor manufacturer and the Ferdinand Steinbeis Institute (German Regional Team of the Industrial IoT Consortium) started a joint testbed about two years ago. The three companies, coordinated by the Ferdinand Steinbeis Institute, set the aim to optimize intralogistics using digital twins that enable new ways of orchestrating internal logistics processes (tracking of goods and controlling of forklifts).

This orchestration combined the strengths of the three companies in a novel intercompany development process and a collaboration happened on all levels of the organization to jointly unlock the potential which was identified in a previously transpired project. The different
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capabilities of all three companies complemented each other in a way that covers all aspects of the envisioned solution. Ranging from the sensing capabilities, connectivity and cloud all the way to operational excellence and deep logistics experience.

The starting point of the testbed was the identification of a cooperative value scenario based on the capabilities of the partners. The companies defined transparency in terms of intralogistics as the basis for the value scenario. Based on transparency, the partners jointly optimize intralogistics with a focus on forklifts and the warehouse.

Therefore the companies defined the following Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure the success of the cooperative value scenario: throughput, cycle time, transport performance, effectiveness, and availability. The defined KPIs were visualized in dashboards to enable continuous monitoring of the intralogistics and additionally the dashboards were used to generate insights and potentially new knowledge to optimize internal logistics systems - optimizations in a way that would be difficult to achieve with traditional methods. Based on optimization, the companies developed further value scenarios - increasing the productivity of the forklift fleet, material tracking and order management.

The digital twins were instantiated in a cooperative data space hosted by one of the companies. The forklifts’ digital twins included the following states like the current position and whether the vehicle bears a load. These were complemented by the digital twins of transported goods. These digital twins included an item ID, the date of storage and the current position. Finally, a digital twin of the factory site was created, this digital twin included storage zones and the filling levels of these storage zones. Through the chosen architecture, we created interconnectivity and interaction across the intralogistics objects and systems.

The described data ecosystem was initiated in an outdoor area in an industrial plant in the south of Germany. As part of the testbed 16 forklifts were equipped with the necessary sensing equipment and connected to a cloud instance. Transparency was achieved by analyzing the vehicles’ digital twins’ states over a period of one and a half years. The companies evaluated the success of the testbed based on market potential, technical feasibility, costs, and risks.

After the evaluation, the project partners decided to jointly scale the offering on the market. To achieve the defined value scenarios, the partners specified and implemented digital twins. The following figure summarizes the testbed, based on the viewpoints of the Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA).
3 METHODS

To generate the research results, we used a single case study as a research method following Yin's approach.\textsuperscript{9} To complete the testbeds, 20 workshops were held with managing directors of the three participating companies. Researchers were present during technical implementations and held an active role in coordinating the collaboration between the three companies.

Our results were collected alongside the workshop in co-operation with the participating, in the form of written protocols and photo protocols done by the researchers. The data analysis was conducted through qualitative content analysis based on Mayring.\textsuperscript{10} The researchers identified qualitative patterns in the collected data and preliminarily aggregated those, arriving at our findings.

4 FINDINGS

The results of the testbed show that the cooperative use of digital twins in a data ecosystem can be used to realize a variety of value scenarios in intralogistics. Our work identified preliminary service types that were placed in the context of the Industry IoT Consortium’s three-tier
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architecture. Each tier is home to its own generic service type, which can be fragmented into several sub-types.

Services are currently the topic of many discussions in research and practice, for example against the backdrop of service-oriented architecture, service dominant logic and micro services. Services “means applying specialized competences (knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of another actor or the actor itself.” This means that services are small, independent, and loosely coupled functions. In the context of data ecosystems, business models are realized through an interplay of services from different partners and these services are independent of the specific application and can therefore be integrated into very different ecosystems.

Within the context of the testbed Data Services, Information Services and Analytic Services could be identified. In the following text, six generic service sub-types are defined based on the experiences from the testbed.

4.1 THE EDGE TIER

The Edge Tier processes raw sensor measurements to provide a clean set of reliable data to the Platform Tier. We observed two different kinds of Data Services that facilitate this processing. A Data Service filters the positional data acquired through the gateways GPS system to exclude any data that does not meet predefined quality criteria. This quality filter removes data points that have accuracy below a certain threshold, no GPS fix, or where the ignition of the forklift has been off for the entire measurement timeframe. By doing so, the Data Service – Filtration only passes high quality data on and reduces the amount of data that gets transmitted to the Platform Tier.

Another Data Service creates a new data point from existing measurement data. It transforms the data to create additional data streams. We observed that the built-in accelerometer in the gateway was used in a Data Service to calculate whether the forklift is on-duty or off-duty. This type of local processing is what we call a virtual sensor as it requires the mutation and reinterpretation of existing sensor data. The Data Service – Virtual Sensor has therefore been used to approximate what could be a very complex sensor setup that directly measures if the forklift is currently in use or not. Virtual sensors do come with tradeoffs but provide a convenient way to enlarge the available data on the Platform Tier.

Data Services on the Edge Tier aim to clean and transform data. They make sure that only valid and useful data is transmitted to the Platform Tier. Data Services can expand existing measurement data by creating virtual sensors. Data Services can be physically located on the sensing device or on an additional Gateway that acts as a local edge hub.
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4.2 THE PLATFORM TIER

The Platform Tier processes the incoming data from the Edge Tier. In addition to the typical cloud Infrastructure Services, such as storage and computing it is home to Information Services that process incoming data into information. An example of such an Information Service is the calculation of a forklift’s distance covered. This Information Service calculates how many kilometers a forklift was driven loaded/unloaded for any given timeframe. This service was implemented by the industrial service provider using the data available from the Edge Tier as *Information Service – Data Interpretation*.

Other Information Services use multiple data streams from the Edge Tier to interpret the data in a novel way. We classify them as *Information Service – Data Contextualization*. One such service in the testbed was the calculation of transported goods. It uses multiple data streams plus additional context data to calculate two new pieces of information. It produces an event that is stored whenever a good has reached his destination, be it the final assembly line or an intermediate storage area. And additionally provides the information of how many value adding transports have been performed today.

Information Services generate information based on the data provided by the Edge Tier. For this purpose, contextual information is usually integrated to obtain a better understanding.

4.3 THE ENTERPRISE TIER

The Enterprise Tier interprets the produced information in the context of the specific enterprise. Analytics Services on this layer go beyond Information Services by integrating live context from other parts of the business and integrating expert knowledge to provide actionable and specific guidance. *Analytics Services – Key Performance Indicator* provides indicators for managerial roles in an organization. These KPIs differ depending on the stakeholder and are based on the interaction of several Information Services and potential enterprise internal context.

They offer live insights into the business that can be a crucial tool to react fast to a change in one’s business, but they do only provide a well-defined information point, relying on the consumer of the KPI to draw his own conclusions and act accordingly. One example in our observation was the total productivity of all forklifts today and in the context of the average for the same day of the week. This KPI gives the logistics manager a quick overview of the logistics performance up to now.

A second set of Analytics Services differs in its scope by being able to directly tie back into the live system and change relevant parameters automatically. Those services classified under the term *Analytics Services – Enterprise Autopilot* describe services that are tailored to the specific needs of the enterprise. A set of industry experts work together with internal experts to set up the underlying service that runs changes in the enterprise on autopilot. They meet periodically to reflect on the performance and tweak the system to current requirements.
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One example in our observed case is the control of different storage areas and their associated storage logic. The goal of this Analytics Service is to provide the perfect storage location for a newly arrived stock of goods. The location is automatically generated based on metadata of the good, its current and destination location and historical patterns of location choices. The logic is periodically updated by a committee comprised of an external logistics expert, the internal head of logistics and the forklift coordinator.

Analytics Services generate actionable and specific guidance based on Data and Information Services. These can either be KPIs for the management of the enterprise or direct changes in the operation through control systems.

Figure 4-1 shows the different types of services in the three-tier architecture (services visualized in red). We assume there to be more different service types in these three layers than we could observe in our case.

5 LESSONS LEARNED AND NEXT STEPS

Based on the testbed, several lessons learned could be derived for digital twins in intralogistics. We document them here along the IIRA viewpoints.

Implementation viewpoint:

- Entry via object-related data, low protection requirement and therefore lower barriers for the companies.
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- Points of contact with many other corporate areas (assembly or distribution), which means that many players must be considered during implementation.
- Inaccuracies due to shielding effect with GPS (in practice the 2/3 meters cannot be reached in the testbed).

Functional Viewpoint:
- The digital twins can be quickly expanded to additional conditions (height of goods stored), less complexity than in classic IT projects.
- Third-party services can be integrated => calculation of the indoor position, not all services have to come from the consortium.

Usage Viewpoint:
- Early involvement of responsible intralogistics staff => now the driving power of the project.
- Manufacturer neutrality is important for forklifts, as they are usually mixed fleets.
- Intralogistics is very dynamic => especially in times of COVID-19, it is not always clear which action has brought about which change in KPIs, because intralogistics is constantly changing due to delivery bottlenecks.
- It is a challenge for companies to optimize intralogistics based on Information Services alone.
- Considerable effort for coordination between companies => Less speed in scaling cooperative business models.

Business Viewpoint:
- Low degree of utilization of forklifts (approx. 16%) => Offers great potential for optimization in intralogistics.
- Easier and more cost-effective implementation due to digital twins.
- Fast implementation through combination of capabilities for different companies.
- Optimization of intralogistics is only possible through the interaction of the services of the different partners.

To clarify data ownership, a separate project company was founded, which owns the status data of the digital twins. Descriptive contexts (e.g., forklift manufacturer, age, or engine type) do not lie in the project company but rather remain in the hands of the respective partner of the testbed. Through this separation, data ownership could be clarified and a high level of acceptance for data sharing could be generated. In addition, the joint legal entity offers the possibility for the partners
not to go to the market alone with services, but rather that the partners can jointly offer the cooperative effort on the market via the project company.

The services presented in this paper help companies to design the business model of the data ecosystem, concerning roles and pricing because it can be clearly assigned which partner contributes which services to realize the cooperative offering.

The established legal entity also creates a governance framework to create joint decisions on the further development of the digital twins, the cooperative use of data or the expansion of the partner network.

6 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

This paper has shown that the three partners of the data ecosystem can realize different value scenarios based on cooperatively used digital twins. Each of the partners contributes services at different levels of the 3-tier architecture. We structured these services into six distinct service types that structure the solution space.

The testbeds’ goal of producing meaningful actionable KPIs is realized by combining all services. The companies are working on expanding the value proposition and our findings will be further refined during this process. The testbed is also working intensively on scaling the existing services to new scenarios in comparable settings. The results of the testbed show that the digital twins and the cooperative data space can be easily extended and that additional value scenarios can be realized by adding individual context to the digital twins (e.g., size of the transported goods).

Together with the project company, the partners of the testbed have been using the experience gained to scale up the business model since June 2023. In a first step, the cooperative intra-logistics optimization offering will be rolled out to several friendly customers to gather experience on how transferable the offering and the services are.

In addition, the technical implementation will be extended to indoor localization. This expansion stage has already started. In addition to the expansion, the sensor setting, and the dashboards will also be evaluated based on experiences with friendly customers to increase the data quality in the digital twins and open further areas of application with smaller units.
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